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Abstract

Although achieving promising performance,001
recent analyses show that current generative002
large language models (LLMs) may still cap-003
ture dataset biases and utilize them for genera-004
tion, leading to poor generalizability and harm-005
fulness of LLMs. However, due to the diver-006
sity of dataset biases and the over-optimization007
problem, previous prior-knowledge-based debi-008
asing methods and fine-tuning-based debiasing009
methods may not be suitable for current LLMs.010
To address this issue, we explore combining011
active learning with the causal mechanisms012
and propose a casual-guided active learning013
(CAL) framework, which utilizes LLMs itself014
to automatically and autonomously identify in-015
formative biased samples and induce the bias016
patterns. Then a cost-effective and efficient in-017
context learning based method is employed to018
prevent LLMs from utilizing dataset biases dur-019
ing generation. Experimental results show that020
CAL can effectively recognize typical biased021
instances and induce various bias patterns for022
debiasing LLMs.023

1 Introduction024

Large language models (LLMs) are growing to be025

the foundation of Natural Language Processing.026

Through the generative pretraining process upon a027

large-scale corpus, the LLMs have demonstrated028

impressive performance in understanding the lan-029

guage and conducting complex reasoning tasks030

(Achiam et al., 2023), demonstrating immense po-031

tential in real-world applications.032

However, the generative pretraining process is033

a double-edged sword, as it would also inevitably034

incur dataset bias into the LLMs such as position035

bias and stereotype bias (Schick et al., 2021; Nav-036

igli et al., 2023; Zheng et al., 2023; Shaikh et al.,037

2023). This is because, the LLMs only passively038

learn to model the correlation between contexts in039

the pretraining corpus, and the pretraining corpus040

is biased as it reflects the inherent preference or041

prejudice of human beings. For example, the ex- 042

istence of position bias is due to the subconscious 043

human belief that the first option is better, leading 044

to a higher frequency of the first option in corpora, 045

and LLMs trained to model the corpus distribu- 046

tion would also capture such biased correlation. 047

Such biases would lead to poor generalizability 048

and harmfulness of LLMs (Navigli et al., 2023; 049

Huang et al., 2023). For instance, when an LLM is 050

asked to evaluate which option is better, the LLM 051

may utilize position bias and tend to choose the 052

first option. However, which option is better is 053

completely unrelated to its position. Therefore, 054

when the second option is generally better in some 055

datasets, the performance of the LLM will signifi- 056

cantly decline. While biases such as stereotyping 057

bias would make LLMs generate harmful content 058

such as women are less capable in STEM fields, 059

which in turn reinforces harmful stereotypes. 060

These problems highlight the necessity of de- 061

biasing LLMs. The key issue to debias LLMs 062

lies in how to recognize the dataset biases and pre- 063

vent it from utilizing biases during inference. To 064

this end, prevalent methods rely on researchers’ 065

prior knowledge to artificially recognize the poten- 066

tial dataset biases, and then eliminate such biases 067

through aligning or prompt-based regularization 068

(Schick et al., 2021; Oba et al., 2023; Liu et al., 069

2023). However, due to the diversity and complex- 070

ity of dataset biases (Poliak et al., 2018; Schuster 071

et al., 2019; Schick et al., 2021), it’s unpractical to 072

identify them one by one manually. A vast amount 073

of biases remains unrecognized in different tasks 074

(Nie et al., 2020) and new biases are continually 075

being discovered. 076

Hence, there is an urgent need for methods to 077

automatically identify biases of generative LLMs. 078

However, previous automatic debiasing methods 079

are mainly designed for discriminative models and 080

are hard to adapt to generative LLMs. More- 081

over, these methods generally rely on a fine-tuning- 082
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based process on certain dataset(s) to regularize083

the model. The finetuning-based debiasing process084

would lead to over-optimization and undermine the085

generalizability of LLMs on other tasks.086

To address these issues, considering the pow-087

erful pattern recognition and inductive ability of088

LLMs, we explore combining active learning with089

the causal mechanisms and propose a Casual-090

guided Active Learning (CAL) framework, which091

utilizes LLMs themselves to automatically and au-092

tonomously identify biased samples and induce the093

bias patterns. Active learning aims at selecting094

the most informative instances, and then querying095

external information source(s) to label these data096

points. In the debiasing scenario, CAL identifies097

the biased instances by finding instances where the098

LLMs fail to model causal invariant semantic rela-099

tionship among context, then selects the most infor-100

mative biased instances by finding the instances on101

which dataset biases have the most influence on the102

generation of LLMs. The causal invariance can be103

employed to disentangle the semantic information104

with dataset biases, as the content of the subsequent105

text is decided by the semantics of the preceding106

text (i.e., “causal”), and such relationship exists107

in all corpora (i.e., “invariant”); on the contrary,108

although the subsequent text would be correlative109

to dataset bias, such correlation changes upon dif-110

ferent datasets. Given the biased instances, a set111

of explainable bias patterns is further induced, and112

we devise a cost-effective and efficient in-context113

learning (ICL) based method to regularize LLMs114

using the explainable bias patterns.115

Experimental results show that our approach can116

automatically induce various bias patterns (some117

of them may be unreported), and improve the gen-118

eralizability and safety of LLMs by using the ICL-119

based debiasing method based on the bias patterns.120

121

2 Preliminary122

2.1 Dataset Bias within Textual Corpus under123

Causal Perspective124

Text records and reflects the thoughts of human be-125

ings. Inherent biases such as gender and racial bi-126

ases persist in the human mind, and thus are also re-127

flected in various corpora (Schick et al., 2021; Nav-128

igli et al., 2023). Due to potential annotation arti-129

facts, various biases such as position and verbosity130

biases still broadly exist in task-specific datasets.131

Formally, as shown in Figure 1 (a), given a piece132

of text X , the subsequent text Y within a corpus D133

would be affected by two factors: (1) The semantic 134

relationship between X and Y , (2) The existence 135

of dataset bias within D. For example, given X = 136

The physician hired the secretary because, due 137

to the existence of gender bias, the following 138

text Y in the corpus would more likely be 139

he was overwhelmed with clients, rather than she. 140

Such biased relationship characterizes the un- 141

wanted correlation between the context brought 142

by dataset bias. In the following sections, for 143

clarity, we denote the semantic relationship as 144

fS(·), and denote the biased relationship as gB(·). 145

Hence, given X , the conditional distribution of 146

Y given X in corpus D can be formalized as 147

P (Y |X) = P (fS(X), gB(X)|X). 148

The key difference between the semantic re- 149

lationship and the biased relationship is that the 150

semantic relationship possesses the causal invari- 151

ance, while the biased relationship does not. Specif- 152

ically, for all instances upon all datasets, given 153

preceding text X , the subsequent text Y would 154

be determined by the semantic relationship (Pearl 155

et al., 2000; Pearl, 2009), while the biased relation- 156

ship only describes certain superficial statistical 157

correlation between X and Y . Consider the exam- 158

ple where an LLM acts as a judge to assess the 159

responses of two AI assistants, as illustrated in Fig- 160

ure 1 (a): The answer (Y ) is determined by the 161

semantic relationship between the prompt X and 162

answer Y . While in the corpus, certain biases such 163

as the position of the responses that show a correla- 164

tion with the answer can be predictive (Wang et al., 165

2023). However, Y is not determined by the bias 166

and such a correlation may fail to be predictive in 167

other instances. Hence, as Y is determined by X , 168

their semantic relationship is a “causal” relation- 169

ship and invariant upon all instances. While the 170

biased relationship is only correlative. 171

2.2 Biases of Generative LLMs 172
During the pretraining and task-specific supervised 173

fine-tuning process, the training objective of gener- 174

ative LLMs is consistent, i.e., learn to generate the 175

subsequent text Y given input text X . given X in 176

corpus D, the distribution of Y can be formalized 177

as P (Y |X) = P (fS(X), gB(X)|X), the genera- 178

tive LLMs would inevitably be trained to model 179

both fS(X) and gB(X). Therefore, given preced- 180

ing text Xi, LLMs would not only attend to the 181

semantics of Xi but also would attend to the biased 182

patterns such as negation word, gender indicator, 183

position of choices, etc, to generate Y . As a result, 184

during inference, the model generation Ŷ would 185
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Causal-Guided Active Learning Framework
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Figure 1: (a) Dataset bias under causal perspective (b) Illustration of the Causal-Guided Active Learning framework.

inevitably be affected by the dataset biases. For186

brevity, we denote the semantic information within187

Xi as Si and denote the biased patterns as Bi.188

2.3 Active learning189

Active learning aims at selecting the most infor-190

mative instances, and then querying external infor-191

mation source(s) to label these data points (Cohn192

et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 2022). The key of ac-193

tive learning lies in how to devise query strate-194

gies to select the most informative instances (Zhan195

et al., 2022). For example, uncertainty-based active196

learning methods aim at finding the most uncertain197

instances, and then send them to annotators for la-198

beling (Liu et al., 2022). In this paper, under the199

automatic debiasing scenario, two key issues are:200

(1) finding which instance contains bias; (2) find-201

ing the most informative biased instances. Hence,202

we propose a causal-guided active learning frame-203

work, which identifies the biased instances under204

the guidance of causal-invariance-based criterion,205

and finds the most informative biased instances by206

identifying the instances on which dataset biases207

have most influence on the generation of LLMs.208

3 Methodology209

As Figure 1 (b) shows, CAL contains two main210

components: (i) causal invariance-based biased in-211

stance identification; (ii) typical biased instances212

selection and bias pattern induction. Given the rec-213

ognized bias patterns, we propose an in context214

learning-based bias method for regularizing LLMs.215

3.1 Causal Invariance Based Biased Instances216

Identification217

We first identify a set of biased instances that re-218

flect the inherent biases within LLMs using the dif-219

ference between semantic information and biased 220

information in the perspective of causal variance. 221

Compared to semantic information, the essential 222

characteristic of biased information is that B does 223

not have an invariant causal relationship with the 224

subsequent text, which enables the disentanglement 225

of biased information with semantic information. 226

Moreover, note that, the generative LLMs would 227

capture biased information to obtain the representa- 228

tions (e.g. the hidden states) of input texts. Hence, 229

if we can find the instances where the model obtains 230

representations that are not invariant predictive, 231

then the representations of these instances would 232

contain biased information, which indicates that 233

these instances are very likely to contain bias and 234

could be identified as biased instances. 235

Specifically, as described in Sec. 2.1, since the 236

input preceding text X consists of both the se- 237

mantics S and dataset biases B, hence, for an 238

arbitrary instance (Xi, Yi) within a large enough 239

dataset, there could exist other instance(s) (Xj , Yj), 240

which has the following relationship with (Xi, Yi): 241

Bi, Si ⊂ Xi, Bj , Sj ⊂ Xj , Bi = Bj , Si ̸= Sj . In 242

other words, this pair of instances shares almost 243

the same kind of dataset biases, while the semantic 244

information entailed in the input text is different. 245

The existence of such instance pairs enables the 246

identification of biased instances using causal in- 247

variance. 248

Under such assumption, considering an instance 249

(Xi, Yi), if an LLM M only captures Si to derive 250

hidden states HM
i , then HM

i would have the causal 251

invariance: 252

∀(Xi, Yi) ∈ Dj , Si ⊂ Xi : Sim(Yi, Ŷi) → 1, Ŷi = u(HM
i ),
(1) 253
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where u(·) is the function used by LLMs to gener-254

ate the subsequent text based on HM
i . Sim(·) is255

a score function for evaluating if the generation of256

LLM Ŷi is close enough to true subsequent text Yi.257

Thus, for an instance pair ⟨(Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj)⟩, if258

M has captured the semantic information Si and259

Sj , and HM
i is close to HM

j , then Sim(Yi, Ŷi) →260

1, Sim(Yi, Ŷi) → 1. In other words, the LLM261

has captured invariant predictive information for262

making generations.263

Hence, on the contrary, if we can find an instance264

pair ⟨(Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj)⟩, on which HM
i is close265

to HM
j , whereas Sim(Yi, Ŷi) or Sim(Yj , Ŷj) is266

low, then ⟨(Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj)⟩ can be regarded as in-267

stances on which M violates the causal invariance,268

and such instance pair can be utilized for character-269

izing the biases captured by LLMs. For clarity, we270

define such an instance pair ⟨(Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj)⟩ as271

a counter example pair:272
Definition 1 (Counter Example Pair): ∀(Xi, Yi),273
(Xj , Yj) ∈ D, i ̸= j, if:274

S(HM
i , HM

j )>τ, s.t. Sim(Yi, Ŷi)<α, or Sim(Yj , Ŷj)<α,
(2)275

where D is the dataset, S(·) is a score function276

measuring the similarity between HM
i and HM

j , τ277

is a threshold controlling the confidence that HM
i278

and HM
j can be regarded as close enough, and α is279

another threshold ensuring that Yi and Ŷi, Yj and280

Ŷj can be regarded as sufficiently different.281

Definition 1 enables us to detect all counter ex-282

ample pairs within the dataset D. On these counter283

example pairs, the invariance is violated so that284

subsequent texts are generated based on the biased285

information. Hence, HM
i and HM

j contains the286

bias information Bi = Bj . However, the afore-287

mentioned theory is built upon the assumption that288

LLMs have captured the predictive information (in-289

cluding bias and semantic information). In fact,290

when Xi is very difficult or ambiguous, it cannot291

be ruled out that the LLM does not capture any292

predictive information. To rule out such instances,293

we introduce an additional filtering process using294

a Predictive Criterion, which requires that M295

should at least make a proper generation for the296

instance i or j, since if on both i and j model gen-297

eration are improper, it is rather probable that M298

has not captured any predictive information in Xi299

or Xj :300

Sim(Ŷi, Yi)>β ∨ Sim(Ŷj , Yj)>β, (3)301

where Ŷi, and Ŷj are the generated subsequent text,302

β is a threshold ensuring that Ŷi and Yi can be303

regarded as similar enough so that Ŷi can also be 304

seen as a correct answer (the same for Ŷj). 305

3.2 Selection of Informative Biased Instances 306

and Bias Pattern Induction 307
Using the criterion mentioned above, we could 308

identify a set of instances that contain bias (i.e., 309

counter instance pairs) as they violate the causal 310

invariance criterion. Next, we hope to select a sub- 311

set that is more informative and contains typical 312

dataset bias. So that we can further induce explain- 313

able patterns of biases to prevent the LLMs from 314

utilizing bias. To this end, we consider that: 315

Biased Instances Identification Firstly, for any 316

input text Xi, if the probability that Yi is properly 317

generated is rather low, it suggests that biased in- 318

formation significantly hinders the LLM. Hence, 319

such examples would contain a high level of bias 320

and could be informative biased instances. 321

Secondly, for a counter instance pair 322

⟨(Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj)⟩, if the corresponding 323

generation of LLM Ŷi and Ŷj is rather different, it 324

means the influences of dataset bias are diversified 325

and hence it would be challenging to summarize 326

a unified bias pattern based on these samples. 327

Conversely, if Ŷi and Ŷj are similar, it would be 328

easier to conclude the influence caused by the 329

bias, as the influence of dataset bias is typical. 330

Based on the two characteristics, we introduce the 331

following two criteria to select the informative 332

biased instances: 333

Influential Criterion : p̂j,lj <τp, s.t. Sim(Ŷj ,Yj)<α,

(3)
334

Typical Criterion : Sim(Ŷi,Ŷj)>β, (4) 335

where lj is the gold subsequent text, p̂i,lj is the 336

predicted probability of gold subsequent text, and 337

τp ∈ [0, 1] is a threshold for controlling the proba- 338

bility that M generates gold subsequent text. 339

Bias Pattern Induction Based on the identified 340

informative biased instances, we further induce cer- 341

tain explainable patterns that characterize several 342

major types of dataset biases among the corpus. To 343

this end, we first group the counter example pairs 344

into several clusters, and then induce patterns for 345

each cluster. 346

The cluster of counter example pairs is derived 347

based on the bias representation vectors of the 348

counter example pairs, which refers to the represen- 349

tation vector of the bias component of a counter ex- 350

ample pair. We obtain the bias representation vec- 351

tors of a counter example pair ⟨(Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj)⟩ 352

by extracting the similar parts in the representa- 353

tions of two examples (i.e. HM
i and HM

j ). This is 354
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because, as described in the definition of counter355

instance pair, the similar parts of HM
i and HM

j356

carry the biased information.357

After obtaining the representation vector of the358

biases contained in each counter example pair, we359

first apply Principal Component Analysis to reduce360

the dimension of bias representation vectors to two361

dimensions. As the dimension of data increases,362

the distances between data points become increas-363

ingly similar, so traditional distance metrics (such364

as Euclidean distance) would be less effective and365

in turn affects the performance of clustering al-366

gorithms. Then we perform clustering based on367

the dimension-reduced biased representation vec-368

tors using the density-based clustering method DB-369

SCAN. Finally, we obtain counter example pairs370

within each cluster, and provide them to GPT 4 for371

summarizing bias patterns. For example, from the372

selected counter example pair in Figure 1 (b), we373

can summarize the position bias.374

3.3 In Context Learning-based Bias375

Suppression376
To prevent the LLMs from utilizing dataset biases377

for making generation, meanwhile avoiding the378

drawbacks of fine-tuning-based methods, we pro-379

pose a cost-effective and efficient in-context learn-380

ing (ICL) based method. Concretely:381

In the zero-shot scenarios, as shown in Fig-382

ure 1 (b), we use the automatically induced bias383

patterns to explicitly tell the LLM what kind of384

information it should not use during inference by385

appending the text “[bias xxx] is not related to [the386

goal of the task]” to the end of the original prompt.387

In the few-shot scenario, we propose a counter-388

factual ICL method, which provides LLMs with389

automatically derived counterfactual examples to390

correct the LLM’s belief about bias. Specifically,391

if we could find “counterfactual examples”, on392

which using biased information for inference would393

conversely lead to incorrect generations. Then by394

providing such examples to LLMs in the prompt,395

LLMs would be implicitly informed that the biased396

information is not related to the subsequent text,397

and thus it would be regularized to not use biased398

information for making inferences. To find such399

“counterfactual examples”, notice that according400

to the definition of counter example, for an arbi-401

trary counter example pair ⟨(Xi, Yi), (Xj , Yj)⟩, the402

LLM would make improper generation upon ei-403

ther instance i or j. Without generality, we denote404

this instance as i and instance i could be regarded405

as a counterfactual example for debiasing LLMs.406

Intuitively, in instance i the dataset bias leads to 407

improper generations, which is contrary to most 408

cases within the corpus, hence we call instance i as 409

a counterfactual example. 410

Hence, to correct the LLM’s belief about bias, 411

we construct the prompt with such counterfactual 412

examples using the following format: “<EXAM- 413

PLES>. Note that you should not utilize biased 414

information to make generations”, where <EXAM- 415

PLES> are the counterfactual examples. 416

4 Experiments 417

4.1 Experimental Details 418

In this work, we use llama2-13B-chat (Touvron 419

et al., 2023) and vicuna-13B-v1.5 (Chiang et al., 420

2023) for our experiments. Without loss of gen- 421

erality, we examine our approach on datasets that 422

have a clear set of possible answers, e.g., multiple- 423

choice question-answering task. So that we can 424

implement the Sim(·) function in Equation 1 us- 425

ing an exact match of strings. If matched, the func- 426

tion’s value is 1, otherwise it’s 0. So α and β can 427

be any value between 0 and 1. Additionally, we 428

derive the representation of input text by employ- 429

ing the embedding vector of the last token at the 430

top of the LLM’s layer, and the cosine function is 431

employed as the scoring function S(·) to measure 432

the similarity between these hidden states. 433

To extract the similar parts of the hidden states 434

corresponding to two examples of a counter exam- 435

ple pair, we use the following function: 436

f(Hik, Hjk)=

{
(Hik+Hjk)/2 if

|Hik−Hjk|
Hik+Hjk

<µ

0 otherwise
(5) 437

where HiK , HjK are the k-th element of HM
i and 438

HM
j , and µ is a threshold for controlling that the 439

two elements of certain position can be considered 440

as similar enough. In practice, we choose µ by 441

controlling the ratio that the two elements of cer- 442

tain position can be considered as similar enough in 443

MNLI dataset when using llama2-13B-chat. We set 444

a strict threshold of 0.15 for the ratio to ensure that 445

the bias representation vectors of the counter exam- 446

ple pairs have purer bias information. Moreover, 447

note that, it is UNNECESSARY to run CAL upon 448

the whole corpus to obtain the biased instances and 449

the bias patterns. A subset would be enough (e.g., 450

2,0000 instances) to save the computational cost. 451

In few-shot scenarios, to make results compa- 452

rable, we ensure that the number of examples in 453

prompts equals that used in other few-shot base- 454

lines. Additionally, we maintain the order of gold 455

answers that appear in the few-shot examples to 456
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avoid introducing additional label bias. Consid-457

ering the randomness in sampling counterfactual458

examples, we report the average results across 10459

runs.460

Below we call our method zero-shot-CAL and461

few-shot-CAL in zero-shot and few-shot settings462

respectively. More details about experimental set-463

tings are provided in Appendix.464

4.2 Evaluation Tasks465
We examine the effectiveness of CAL by investigat-466

ing whether CAL could debias LLMs to improve467

the generalizability and unharmfulness of LLMs.468

To evaluate the improvement of generalizabil-469

ity, we conduct experiments by deriving biased470

instances and bias patterns on dataset A and uti-471

lizing the identified instances and biased patterns472

to debias both dataset A and dataset B. Heuristi-473

cally, two datasets A and B may share different474

dataset bias distributions. If an LLM only adapts475

to dataset A, then its performance upon dataset B476

would be impacted. On the contrary, if an LLM can477

focus more on semantics, the performance on both478

datasets would be improved. Hence, the generaliz-479

ability could be evaluated by the performance im-480

provement compared to baseline methods. Specif-481

ically, We evaluate our approach on benchmarks482

representing two categories of bias: (1) Generative-483

LLM-specific biases. We employ the Chatbot and484

the MT-Bench datasets (Zheng et al., 2023) as485

benchmarks. On both datasets, LLM is required486

to choose a better response from two candidates.487

We induce the bias patterns on the Chatbot dataset,488

then test whether the Chatbot-based bias patterns489

can be utilized to debias LLMs on both the Chat-490

bot and the MT-Bench dataset. (2) Task-specific491

biases. We choose the natural language inference492

dataset MNLI (Williams et al., 2018) and the cor-493

responding manually debiased dataset HANS (Mc-494

Coy et al., 2019) as benchmarks. Hence, models495

that only utilize the biased information often per-496

form close to a random baseline on HANS. The497

bias patterns are induced from the MNLI dataset,498

then test whether CAL can utilize the induced bias499

patterns to debias LLMs on both the MNLI and the500

HANS datasets.501

To evaluate the improvement of unharmfulness,502

we conduct experiments on the the BBQ (Parrish503

et al., 2022) and the UNQOVER (Li et al., 2020)504

dataset, which is designed for evaluating stereo-505

type biases (such as gender bias and racial bias)506

of LLMs. These two datasets containing 9 and 4507

types of stereotype bias, respectively. On these508

Generalizability Evaluation Unharmful E.

LLAMA2 Chatbot MT MNLI HANS BBQ UQ
ZS 38.9 34.5 65.7 52.9 47.6 23.4

ZS-known 42.3 41.2 67.1 54.8 51.1 59.4
FS 39.9 46.9 66.4 54.5 49.5 23.1

ZS-CAL 40.0 43.3 67.4 55.5 51.4 60.8
FS-CAL 41.3 49.6 64.3 60.4 52.8 30.8

Vicuna Chatbot MT MNLI HANS BBQ UQ
ZS 35.2 43.8 66.7 38.3 47.9 33.3

ZS-known 38.2 50.0 69.8 57.1 49.5 35.2
FS 38.4 45.4 71.0 62.5 59.7 48.9

ZS-CAL 37.1 49.5 69.6 55.6 48.5 35.3
FS-CAL 39.8 49.4 71.4 63.7 65.5 57.5

Table 1: Comparison of CAL with baselines in both
zero-shot and few-shot settings across two LLMs. ZS,
ZS-known, FS, CB, MT, UQ refer to zero-shot, zero-
shot-known-bias, few-shot, Chatbot, MT-Bench, and
UNQOVER respectively.

two datasets, if the model achieves a higher accu- 509

racy, then it could be regarded as having a lower 510

likelihood of containing stereotypes. 511

On Chatbot and MT-Bench dataset, model per- 512

formance is evaluated based on the agreement ratio 513

between human-majority annotations and LLMs. 514

On other datasets, model performance is evaluated 515

using accuracy. 516

4.3 Baseline Methods 517

We compare the casual-guided active learning 518

method with two categories of baseline methods: 519

vanilla zero-shot and few-shot baselines We ex- 520

amine the vanilla zero-shot and few-shot perfor- 521

mance of LLMs using the prompt of Zheng et al. 522

(2023); Si et al. (2023); Xu et al. (2023). 523

zero-shot-known-bias These methods mainly rely 524

on human prior knowledge of bias to design debias- 525

ing prompts. For Chatbot and MT-Bench datasets, 526

we compare CAL with the debiasing method of 527

swapping positions proposed in Zheng et al. (2023). 528

For BBQ and UNQOVER datasets, we follow the 529

instruction from Si et al. (2023) to avoid stereotype 530

bias. For MNLI and HANS datasets, we use the 531

debiasing prompt to prevent lexical overlap and 532

subsequence bias proposed in McCoy et al. (2019). 533

To the best of our knowledge, the only few-shot 534

debiasing method comes from Oba et al. (2023). 535

However, this method is unsuitable for our dataset. 536

Details can be seen in Appendix F. 537

4.4 Main Results 538

We list the experimental results of two LLMs on 539

six datasets in Table 1. From which we find that: 540

(1) Compared to the vanilla zero-shot shows that, 541
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in general, the prior knowledge-based zero-shot de-542

biasing methods show improved performance on543

all the datasets. This indicates that through ICL,544

LLMs can both effectively debias themselves and545

avoid the in-distribution performance degradation546

which is always associated with fine-tuning-based547

approaches (Du et al., 2023), suggesting the superi-548

ority of ICL-based debiasing methods.549

(2) Compared to the zero-shot baselines and few-550

shot baselines, in general, few-shot CAL achieves551

consistent performance improvement on the two552

categories of benchmarks. This demonstrates that,553

CAL can improve both the generalizability and the554

unharmfuless of LLMs, and suggests that by uti-555

lizing the essential differences between semantic556

information, CAL can identify a set of biased in-557

stances, and the counterfactual ICL-based prompts558

can effectively leverage the biased counterfactual559

examples to debias LLMs.560

(3) Compared with vanilla zero-shot baselines,561

zero-shot CAL can consistently improve model562

performance on all the datasets, and even surpass563

the performance of few-shot methods on part of564

benchmarks. The effectiveness of zero-shot CAL565

suggests that the biased patterns induced by CAL566

are typical and truly exist in the datasets. This is567

because, by utilizing the causal invariance together568

with the influential and typical criterion, a set of569

typical biased instances could be selected, so that570

the biased patterns could be effectively induced.571

(4) Compared with the prior knowledge-based572

zero-shot debiasing methods, zero-shot CAL shows573

comparable or better performance on two cate-574

gories of benchmarks. On the one hand, the com-575

plexity of the distribution of dataset biases brings576

challenges for precisely and comprehensively de-577

tecting the potential biases. On the other hand, the578

comparable performance between zero-shot CAL579

and prior knowledge-based zero-shot debiasing580

methods shows the effectiveness of our approach,581

and the potential for application in real-world sce-582

narios, as it would be impractical to investigate all583

biases for various real-world corpus.584

(5) In general, our method is effective for both585

llama2-13B-chat and vicuna-13B-v1.5. This sug-586

gests the prevalence of biases in LLMs, and demon-587

strates the generality of our approach in adapting588

to different LLMs.589

4.5 Case Study590
We argue that one of our potential major contri-591

butions is that by utilizing the causal invariance592

together with the influential and typical criterion,593

speculative language 
in the hypothesis

thematic similarity

plausibility or relatedness between 
the premise and hypothesis

lexical overlap

the source of the response 
(whether it is from 
Assistant A or Assistant B)

the presence of specific 
details or a confident tone

length or complexity 
of a response 

verbosity of 
a response

the presence of detailed 
or structured formatting

the ethnicity or cultural 
association of a name

the position 
of an option

Body size

socioeconomic 
status

Physical appearance

occupational status

Nationality

Chatbot

MNLI

BBQ

semantic similarity 
or relatedness

Position bias

format bias

verbosity 
bias

Figure 2: Results of bias pattern induction. We pro-
vide bias patterns summarized from these clustered cat-
egories of typical biased instances.

we can identify a set of typical biased instances, 594

and then autonomously summarize explainable bias 595

patterns from data. In Figure 2, we present the 596

results of clustering analysis based on the bias rep- 597

resentations derived from bias instances, and bias 598

patterns summarized from the clustered categories. 599

Experiments are conducted using llama2-13B-chat. 600

Overall, it can be observed that bias represen- 601

tations are concentrated in several distinct groups 602

after dimensionality reduction through PCA. More- 603

over, the bias patterns summarized based on dif- 604

ferent clustering categories are also distinguished. 605

This indicates that our method could discover dif- 606

ferent types of biased instances and then induce 607

bias patterns. 608

Based on the counter example pairs derived from 609

the Chatbot dataset, CAL can simultaneously in- 610

duce position bias, verbosity bias, and format bias, 611

which is separately identified by several previous 612

research (Zheng et al., 2023; Zhu et al., 2023), 613

suggesting the efficiency and effectiveness of our 614

approach. Furthermore, we also observe several 615

potential bias patterns such as “length or complex- 616

ity of a response” and “the presence of specific 617

details or a confident tone”, that are previously un- 618

reported. When we tell llama2-13B-chat not to 619

make predictions based on these biases, its perfor- 620

mance increases on both Chatbot and MT-Bench 621

datasets, suggesting that these patterns could be the 622
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GPT-4 Chatbot MT MNLI HANS BBQ UQ
ZS 57.6 66.0 80.3 65.1 90.7 88.9

ZS-CAL 58.2 66.2 82.4 67.8 87.0 95.4

Table 2: bias pattern generalization experiments

truly existing biases. Among the 9 known types of623

stereotype biases in the BBQ dataset (Parrish et al.,624

2022), our method can automatically identify 7 of625

them without prior knowledge (the bias of gender,626

sexual orientation, and religion are grouped into627

“the ethnicity or cultural association of a name” dur-628

ing the bias induction procedure). On the MNLI629

dataset, we observe some unreported new bias pat-630

terns such as “speculative language in the hypothe-631

sis” (e.g., should, perhaps, possibly), and we can632

also improve the performance of llama2-13B-chat633

by telling it not to make predictions based on these634

bias patterns. More analysis of the counterfactual635

examples and counter example pairs can be seen in636

Appendix B.637

The automatically summarized bias patterns638

demonstrate the diversity of dataset biases in practi-639

cal datasets, and it would be impractical to identify640

all of them manually. Therefore, there is an ur-641

gent need for methods to automatically identify642

biases. As a pioneer work, we explored that the643

LLMs can be automatically debiased by combining644

the causal mechanism and active learning, suggest-645

ing the potential feasibility of utilizing LLMs to646

autonomously debias themselves.647

4.6 Generalizablity of the Induced Bias648

Patterns649

The pretraining corpus of different LLMs share650

unnegligible overlaps, so they would also possess651

common biases. Hence, we investigate the gener-652

alizability of the automatically induced bias pat-653

terns by testing if it is possible to debias LLM-A654

based on the bias pattern identified from another655

LLM-B. Specifically, we attempt to debias GPT-4656

based on the bias pattern (and the corresponding657

debiasing prompt) identified from llama2-13b-chat.658

Experimental results are shown in Table 2, from659

which we can observe that compared to vanilla660

zero-shot, ZS-CAL achieves higher performance in661

most cases. This demonstrated that different LLMs662

might share similar bias patterns and we can de-663

bias an LLM based on the bias pattern identified664

from other LLMs, which further demonstrates the665

universality of our method.666

5 Related Work 667

Previous analyses demonstrate that LLMs still suf- 668

fer from biases such as position bias (Zheng et al., 669

2023) and stereotyping bias (Shaikh et al., 2023). 670

To mitigate the LLMs’ biases, one line of methods 671

relies on researchers’ prior knowledge to artificially 672

recognize the potential dataset biases, followed by 673

debiasing through prompt-based regularization or 674

aligning with human through instruct tuning (Oba 675

et al., 2023; Liu et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023; 676

Ganguli et al., 2023). However, these methods are 677

limited by the dependence on researchers’ prior. 678

Moreover, due to the diversity of dataset biases 679

(Poliak et al., 2018; Schuster et al., 2019; Schick 680

et al., 2021), it is unrealistic to identify them one 681

by one manually. To tackle these issues, automatic 682

debiasing methods are proposed. They automati- 683

cally extract bias features characterizing the dataset 684

biases by training certain biased models (Utama 685

et al., 2020; Du et al., 2023; Sanh et al., 2020) for 686

regularizing the main model. However, such meth- 687

ods are designed for discriminative models and are 688

hard to adapt to generative LLMs. 689

In this paper, we propose a causal-guided active 690

learning framework for automatically debiasing 691

generative LLMs. We borrow the idea from active 692

learning (Zhang et al., 2022) by first automatically 693

identifying the potentially biased instances using 694

the causal invariance mechanism, then automat- 695

ically selecting the informative biased instances 696

using the typical criterion and influential criterion. 697

Based on such biased instances, the LLMs are reg- 698

ularized using the ICL-based method to prevent 699

them from utilizing the bias patterns. 700

6 Conclusion 701

In this paper, we propose a causal-guided active 702

learning framework. Depending on the difference 703

between the dataset biases and semantics in causal 704

invariance, we can automatically identify counter 705

example pairs that contain bias. Then we utilize an 706

influential and a typical criterion to select counter 707

example pairs that are more informative for induc- 708

ing bias patterns. Finally, a cost-saving yet effec- 709

tive ICL-based debiasing method is proposed to 710

prevent the LLM from utilizing biases for genera- 711

tion. Experimental results show that our approach 712

can effectively recognize various bias patterns au- 713

tomatically, and debias LLMs to enhance their gen- 714

eralizability and unharmfulness. 715
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7 Limitations716

Although our method can automatically debias717

LLMs, the identification of typical bias instances718

relies on the hidden state and the predicted prob-719

ability of the gold subsequent text, which are in-720

accessible in proprietary models such as GPT-4.721

This limitation makes it challenging for us to com-722

prehensively uncover the bias patterns present in723

closed-source models.724
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A Dataset details 882

For UNQOVER dataset, we randomly select 883

10,000 examples from each stereotype category 884

for evaluation due to the large size of the dataset. 885

For Chatbot and MT-bench datasets, due to the 886

challenge of evaluating responses from the models 887

that are significantly stronger than the judge model 888

(in this paper, llama2-13B-chat and vicuna-13B- 889

v1.5 are the judge model), responses from much 890

powerful models can impact the evaluation process. 891

Therefore, we remove data that includes responses 892

from GPT-3.5, GPT-4, and Claude. 893

During the evaluation of GPT-4, we random se- 894

lect 3000 examples from mnli, HANS, BBQ and 895

UNQOVER datasets and 1500 examples from Chat- 896

bot dataset respectively due to cost reasons (MT- 897

bench dataset contains a relatively small number of 898

data entries so we use the full set during the evalua- 899

tion of GPT-4). And we follow Zheng et al. (2023) 900

to augmenting the MT-bench and Chatbot datasets 901

by swapping the order of the two responses to in- 902

vestigate if CAL can prevent GPT-4 from utilizing 903

position bias. In this way, the final testing data size 904

for Chatbot is also 3000. 905

B Case Study for the Selected Counter 906

Example Pairs 907

Figure 5 shows the results of a case study. In the 908

first case, we can find that the length of the re- 909

sponses B is longer than that of response A in the 910

example 1 and example 2. Additionally, although 911

response B is not factually correct in example 2 912

(’thousand hundreds’ is not a commonly used term 913

in English writing), llama2-13B-chat still considers 914

response B to be better than response A. Therefore, 915

when we analyze multiple counter example pairs 916

with similar characteristics simultaneously, we (as 917

well as GPT-4) can summarize the following bias 918

pattern: the response’s quality is perceived to be 919

better when it is longer. In the second case, we 920

can find that the lexical overlap ratio between the 921

premise and the hypothesis is very high in the ex- 922

ample 1 and example 2. Additionally, llama2-13B- 923

chat predicts entailment for both examples regard- 924

less of their truly logical relationship. Therefore, 925

when we analyze multiple counter example pairs 926

with similar characteristics simultaneously, we can 927
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Chatbot :
Example 1: Question: where were nirvana formed?
A: nirvana was formed in aberdeen, washington in 1987.
B: nirvana was formed in seattle, washington in 1985. the band was formed by kurt cobain, dave grohl, kurt cobain, and peter murphy, and they 
later moved to los angeles, california. the band's name comes from a buddhist concept of nirvana, which is the state of enlightenment or liberation.
gold: Response B is better. predicted: Response B is better.
Example 2: Question: what is a thousand hundreds
A: "thousand hundreds" is not a commonly used term in english. it is not clear what it means. it is possible that it is a typo or a misspelling of 
"thousand hundreds", which would mean 100,000. but without further context it is difficult to say for sure.
B: a thousand hundreds is a way of expressing a number using groupings of 100. it is also known as a "thousand" or "ten-thousand." for example, 
1,000 could be expressed as 1 thousand, 2,000 as 2 thousand, and so on. this is a common way of expressing large numbers in english, particularly 
when writing rather than speaking.
gold: Response A is better. predicted: Response B is better.
bias pattern: length or complexity of a response

BBQ :
Example 1: context: roberto mendez, who's a farm worker, and khalid al-zoubi, who's a farm worker, were both house hunting with their families. 
roberto mendez's family is having a much harder time than the other family because they are using section 8 vouchers to help pay for their housing.
Question: which family receives government benefits?
A: the family of khalid al-zoubi, who's a farm worker. B: the family of roberto mendez, who's a farm worker. C: can't answer.
gold: B.     predicted: B.
Example 2: context: khalid al-zoubi, who's a pharmacist, and roberto mendez, who's a farm worker, were both house hunting with their families.
Question: which family can buy a home without government assistance?
A: the family of roberto mendez, who's a farm worker. B: the family of khalid al-zoubi, who's a pharmacist. C: unknown.
gold: C.      predicted: B.
bias pattern: occupational status

MNLI :
Example 1:  premise: at eight or ten stitches an inch, it is possible to seam thirteen to sixteen or more inches a second.  
hypothesis: it's possible to seam more than 13 inches a second.
gold: entailment. predicted: entailment.
Example 2:  premise: that was robert frost.  
hypothesis: robert frost was a poet. 
gold: neutral. predicted: entailment.
bias pattern: lexical overlap between the premise and hypothesis

Figure 3: Case study of the selected counter example pairs for Chatbot, MNLI, and BBQ datasets respectively when
experimented with llama2-13B-chat. Example 1 and Example 2 together constitute a counter example pair.

summarize the bias pattern of ’the relationship be-928

tween the premise and hypothesis is perceived to929

be entailment when there is a high lexical overlap930

between them’. In the third case, we can analyse931

by the same procedure to summarize the following932

the bias patterns: llama2-13B-chat tend to make933

predictions based on occupational status when the934

information of the context is not enough for an-935

swering the question.936

C sensitivity analysis937

For convenience, we refer to the example on which938

the difference between the gold subsequent and the939

subsequent text generated by LLMs is significant940

as the negative example (all the selected counter941

example pairs contain one negative example based942

on influential criterion).943

In the informative biased instances identification944

process, we employ two hyperparameters τp and945

τ to control the confidence of the informative and946

biased. To ensure that the extracted counterexam-947

ple pairs contain bias patterns that are both typical948

and diverse, while also ensuring the quality of the949

selected counter example pairs, we control the num950

of negative examples (same negative examples can951

appear in different counter example pairs) to be 952

between 30 and 70 and the number of counter ex- 953

ample pairs to be between 10,000 and 30,000 in 954

our main experiments. 955

In this experiment, we investigate the sensitiv- 956

ity of model performance upon different hyperpa- 957

rameters by setting different orders of magnitude 958

for counter example pairs and negative examples. 959

Experiments are conducted on MNLI and HANS. 960

Because HANS is a debiased dataset, so that if the 961

LLM still utilize bias patterns on MNLI, it would 962

have a performance close to random. Hence, the 963

performance improvement of the HANS datasets 964

can reflect the effectiveness of debiasing LLMs. 965

The results are shown in Figure 4. We observe that: 966

Empirically, the performance of CAL keeps rela- 967

tively stable with different magnitude for counter 968

example pairs and negative examples, Moreover, 969

our approach generally outperforms the baseline 970

method on the HANS dataset, which demonstrates 971

the effectiveness of our approach to debias LLMs. 972
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Figure 4: Influence of different orders of magnitude for counter example pairs and negative examples. The term
"ratio" refers to the proportion of the number of counter example pairs and negative examples relative to the quantity
of that used in our main experiments.

Chatbot :
As is well known, deep learning models have bias. Here are some counter example pairs for a QA task whose goal is to evaluate the quality of the 
responses provided by two AI assistants to the user question. The model should choose A if assistant A is better, or B if assistant B is better, or C for a 
tie. Each of counter example pairs consists of two examples. In these two examples, example 1 predicts correctly while example 2 predicts incorrectly, 
and gold represents correct label, while predicted represents the label predicted by the model A. Deep learning model A captures the same type of bias 
across the examples in these counter example pairs and mainly predicts the final label based on this type of bias. Please analyze which type of bias the 
model A captures based on these counter example pairs:
Step1: Analysis bias
You should independently analyze all possible features used by the model A in predicting example 1 and example 2 of these counter example pairs 
except the effectiveness of option A and option B in response to the question, and then identify the commonalities among these features, finally 
analysis the model A predicts based on which commonality in the examples of these counter example pairs to derive the predicted labels (note that 
only one commonality is used). This commonality can also be called bias.
Step2: Provide Instructions
Based on the bias analyzed in step 1, provide instructions for model A to correct its bias, using the following sentence pattern: X is not related to Y, for 
example: Race is not related to whether a crime is committed. In this QA task, Y is the responses\' correctness and effectiveness. So you should answer 
X is not related to the responses\' correctness and effectiveness.

Chatbot :
Please summarize the following sentences. The summary does not need to cover every detail, it should only encompass at most three most common 
situation, and omits the others. Using the following format: X is not related to the responses' correctness and effectiveness. Note that X should be as 
detailed as possible. And note that if all the situations appears only once in these sentences, You can answer 'no'.
Example 1:
Sentence 1: A is not related to the responses' correctness and effectiveness.
Sentence 2: C is not related to the responses' correctness and effectiveness.
Sentence 3: C or D is not related to the responses' correctness and effectiveness.
Sentence 4: D or A is not related to the responses' correctness and effectiveness.
Because the semantic A, C, D appears the most frequently, the summary is: A is not related to the responses' correctness and effectiveness. C is not 
related to the responses' correctness and effectiveness. D is not related to the responses' correctness and effectiveness.

Example 2:

Figure 5: Prompts for the bias pattern induction procedure for the Chatbot dataset
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D Details for the Bias Pattern Induction973

Procedure974

During bias pattern induction, we summarize three975

bias patterns using GPT-4 from each cluster cate-976

gory. In zero-shot scenarios, we discovered that977

providing debiasing prompt containing more than978

two bias patterns may lead to a decline in perfor-979

mance, even if using any of these bias patterns indi-980

vidually results in a performance increase. Hence,981

in the debiasing prompt, we use the first two bias982

patterns obtained from the cluster category with the983

highest number of counter example pairs because984

they can represent the most common bias.985

Figure 5 shows the prompt for the bias pattern in-986

duction procedure when experimenting with Chat-987

bot dataset. Due to the overwhelming number of988

counter example pairs, we have chosen to limit our989

selection to a maximum of 500 counter example990

pairs from each cluster category for bias pattern991

induction procedure. Furthermore, in procedure992

1, we summarize bias patterns in groups of five993

counter example pairs to prevent input tokens from994

being too long. Subsequently, in procedure 2, we995

further summarize the previously inducted bias pat-996

terns to identify the three most frequently occurring997

bias patterns. Note that the example in the step 2 of998

the procedure 1 will be replaced by other examples999

to avoid the leakage of bias patterns.1000

E Details about the prompt1001

E.1 Prompts in Our Zero-shot and Few-shot1002

Baselines1003

For Chatbot and MT-bench datasets, we follow the1004

prompts from (Zheng et al., 2023) as our zero-shot1005

baselines. Because there are no few-shot prompts1006

available in these datasets, we follow Zheng et al.1007

(2023) to select three good judgment examples us-1008

ing GPT-3.5 and Vicuna for generating answers,1009

and the examples cover three cases: A is better, B1010

is better, and tie. Experimental results also shows1011

that few-shot prompts does not show significantly1012

better performance on Chatbot dataset compared1013

to zero-shot settings, which is consistent with the1014

conclusion in Zheng et al. (2023). For BBQ and1015

UNQOVER datasets, we follow the prompts from1016

(Si et al., 2023) for our zero-shot and few-shot base-1017

lines. For MNLI and HANS datasets, we follow1018

the prompts from (Xu et al., 2023) for our zero-shot1019

and few-shot baselines.1020

F Baseline Details 1021

The debiasing method comes from Oba et al. (2023) 1022

relies on designing vocabularies and templates 1023

based on gender bias to synthesize examples which 1024

is used in debiasing. However, considering the 1025

diversity of identified bias category within the 1026

datasets we experimented with (for example, 9 1027

types of bias patterns in BBQ dataset), it is quite 1028

cumbersome and time-consuming to create vocab- 1029

ularies and templates for each bias category in the 1030

dataset to synthesize data. So it is not suitable to 1031

serve as a baseline for our dataset. 1032
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